ACROSS

1. 1978 Warren Beatty hit
8. Like an automaton
10. Hospital worker
11. 5th Dimension pop classic from 1967
15. Jay-Z’s genre
16. Casual greeting
17. “Unexplainably juicy” brand
21. Land ___!
22. Clergy nickname
24. Highly unrealistic
28. Terrible pain
30. Square cracker
33. Sci-fi franchise hero

DOWN

1. Halloween genre
2. Police-alert initials
3. E-payment
4. Wintertime quaff
5. Author Anaïs
6. Archer’s weapon
7. Psychedelic pattern
9. Alley-___
11. Package bringer
12. Person from Provo, for example
13. Manhattan campus
14. Housing at 13 Down
18. Decompose
19. Attempt
20. Take up a lot of space
23. Coating
25. Digital tome
26. Carelessly quick
27. Collection of supplies
29. Absolutely
31. Seydoux or Michele
32. Class
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